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Annual Fast This Weekend

•

The Thanksgiving season has arrived and once again U.P.S. is sponsoring its annual Thanksgiving Fast,
November 21st and 22nd. This year,
however, the fast will be held in conjunction with a two-day hunger
awareness program. Students, faculty and staff are invited to share and
participate in any or all of the events.
The fast here on campus will have
both a practical and personal aspect.
On the practical level it is an opportunity to help those directly in need of
food. Money saved by Food Service
from unused meal cards and money
collected from direct contributions to
the Chaplain's office will be given to
CROP, a national relief and development agency. 25 percent of this
money will be used directly in
Tacoma, the rest will go to CROP's
central office for worldwide use.
The fast will also enable the individual to bring the problem of
hunger down to a personal level,

thereby increasing one's awareness
and understanding of world hunger.
By emphasizing the possibilities of individual lifestyle modifications, the
program will focus on the idea that
people are capable of alleviating a
portion of the hunger crisis.
The fast will encompass three
meals: Sunday dinner, Monday
breakfast and Monday lunch. It will
conclude with a symbolic bean and
rice dinner Monday night. The program will include filmstrips, discussions, and chapel services. Information on the fast, the program and the
problem of hunger will be available at
info tables during meal times in the
SUB and the tunnels now through
Sat, Nov. 20th.
Please help those truly in need
while increasing your own understanding of this vital social issue. Participate in this year's Thanksgiving
Fast and hunger awareness program.

The Schedule
Sunday, Nov. 21, 5 p.m.: Fast Begins
Sun. 7 p.m.: Chapel Service, "Less is
Better", Speaker: Dr. Robert Albertson,
Department of Religion.
Monday, Nov. 22, 8 a.m.: Time for
prayer and meditation, Gail Day Chapel
(in Kilworth Chapel).
Mon. 12 p.m.: Filmstrip: Guess Who's
Coming to Breakfast?, Discussion
following, Bons Lounge in SUB Basement.
Mon, 5 p.m.: Fast ends with a beans
and rice diner, SUB, Room 2.
Mon, 7:30 p.m.: All-Campus Thanksgiving Service, Kilworth Chapel.

INSIDE
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For more on hunger,
see editorial on page
2.
UPS Law School
grad appointed clerk
to Supreme Court
Justice
See page 11
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Students enjoy last vestiges of Fall Semester sun.
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EDITORIAL

Some World Problems Cannot Be Ignored
As holiday time draws near, UPS
students have a great deal on their
minds. Many papers became due
about this time in the semester, finals
are looming in the distance and
preparations are being made to fly or
drive home, or not to go home at all. It
seems like a very pressure-filled time
of year, and it is. What we sometimes
forget, however, is how fortunate we
are to have homes to go to, or barring
that, that we for the most part have
money to spend--whether it be on
food, clothing or shelter. We have
been provided for to a great extent,
unlike many people in our country and
around the world who have no such
advantages.
On the global scale, huge numbers
of persons are suffering. It is
estimated that 500 million people are
affected by chronic hunger, one
billion people are either starving or
malnourished, and 15 million children
per year die of malnutrition. These
statistics are especially alarming
when one considers the following
facts: 1) The U.S. is undoubtedly one
of the most economically welldeveloped countries of the world, yet
ranks only thirteenth in the percentage of its gross national product
given to official development
assistance (.27 percent of total GNP
-1980) 2)Less than 6 percent of the
world's population lives in the U.S.,
yet Americans use approximately one
third of most of the world's minerals
and energy consumed every year.
Many of us may not realize it, but
these problems can be found locally
as well. For example, Tacoma area
food banks in September, 1981 served 5337 individuals (1670 families).

In Sept., 1982, these same food
banks served 10,449 individuals
(3459 families), nearly twice the
number of the previous year! Blame
the recession if you so choose, but
these figures are frightening when
one realizes that when a person
comes to a food bank, he/she
receives only enough food for three
meals a day for three days, and can
only visit the food bank once a month.
As students, we should make
ourselves more aware of the food and
energy shortage problems around us.
Knowledge in this area could provide
us with a most valuable insight into
our status as future leaders of this
society.
There are many ways by which
students can become aware of and
involved in this problem affecting people everywhere. First, we can take
the university's energy conservation
campaign seriously. Every bit of
energy we save here at UPS will contribute to the amount that the United
States saves for everyone else's use.
Second, we can be aware of what
and how much we eat. In terms of our
UPS food service, most wasted food
is the fault of the students who ask for
too much then leave the excess on
their plates as garbage. Also, many
foods we have become accustomed
to eating require a high expenditure of
energy in their production, especially
high sugar processed foods (junk
food)
Anyone who considers himself to
be enlightened as to the affairs of the
world must truly understand that
world. We, as students can learn a
great deal from reading about food
distribution, types of foreign aid, how
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our lifestyles affect people in Third
World countries, and the hunger
situation in our own communities. We
have opportunities right here at UPS
to get involved -- to take a part in facing the problem. The coming Fast and
other activities outlined in a Trail article this week are some of them. If we
do not choose to take part in any of
these activities, perhaps we should at
least take a long look at our own
lifestyles. I am definitely as guilty as
the next person in living high and
thinking little of it.
The idea of alternative celebrations
is an intriguing one. Ideas of this
nature are postulated on the assertion
that the holiday season is based on
sharing love, fun and fellowship with
friends and family -- not just on the
eating of Christmas or Thanksgiving
turkey or the giving of expensive
presents. Perhaps we could exchange homemade gifts instead and
pool the money that would have been
spent on gifts and donate it to a local
food bank. It's just one idea of
course, but think about it! (The R.A.'s
and Dean of Students office staff is
taking this approach this year.)

Remember, when we look at our
lifestyles, we are not emphasizing the
need for guilt feelings. Neither should
the readers consider the suggestions
listed to be the only ones available. Indeed, persons are encouraged to
think of their own alternatives. The
point is, all of us simply owe it to
ourselves and the world to look at the
way we live and decide by ourselves
what we think we can or cannot do to
help in easing the food and energy
problems of the world. It's a tough
decision to make. Perhaps many of us
will have to fundamentally alter our
standards of living. However, this
decision cannot be avoided any
longer. A worldwide crisis exists now,
and that crisis must eventually be
dealt with by each and every one of
US.

(Many thanks to Stacy Etheredge for
her very helpful information. Sources
for this article include: Foreign Policy and
the Third World Agenda 1982. Overseas
Development Council, Washington
D.C.; and In the Human Interest. Lester
Brown,1974.)

LETTERS..
Dear Editor and Trail readers,
Controversial stones cast in the
"letters" section along with some
Combat Zone entries lean toward
spiteful rather than the satirical
aspects of journalism as someone
though it to be. (I can't even recall
who claimed that sexism was trivial in
the first place.)
The "us and them" outlook on life
seems to be ingrained into our
(predominatly) W.A.S.P. culture.
Naturally, when one feels offended,
one will be prone to fighting back.
However, through all of the fighting
on this "trivial" issue, the strategies
have been reduced to finger-pointing,
name-calling, and below-the-belt
blows -- (please catch the pun).
Now, let's look at sexism in lieu of
some other counter-productive
societal dysfuntions. If we were talking about racism against Blacks,
Asian Americans, American Indians,
or Jews, would we be so quick to
trivialize...to poke more than just
fun?? The more I experience in life,
the more I am amazed at how often
people take the option of degrading
or excluding another human being
rather than appreciating his or her
personal worth.
So, now that we have extended this
issue through many Trail brushfires,
it's obvious that what is left of the
original discussion has been
distorted. If we are still talking about
awareness of sexism in our immediate
(and extended) society, of course it is
necessary to bring everyone's attention to the fact that these "petty"
things ultimately breed ugly,
sometimes holocaustic, results. Ig-

norance brings only animosity,
whereas, awareness brings
understanding and a willingness to improve our world.
Sincerely,
Karen C. Koehmstedt
P.S. If anyone would like to take this
as an application to write for the Trail,
please do.
Trail Editor:
On several past occasions I have
quit reading your publication in
disgust. It was necessary, then, for
my colleagues and students to bring
to my attention your latest attempt at
achieving an all time low in college
journalism. I refer, of course, to the
issue of November 11 and the "Combat Zone" attack on the Feminist Student Union.
Political satire is an art. The "Combat Zone" by the same analogy is a
childishly scribbled graffito; misspelled at that.
Satire is done with cutting wit and
with style. The Combat Zone by comparison seems executed with the
finesse of Mo, Larry, and Curly
Wielding chainless chainsaws while
dressed in polyester leisure suits.
You insult the intelligence of this
University community with your
adolescent self-serving drivel.
Sincerely,
Juli Evans, MS Ed., OTR
Assistant Professor
School of Occupational Therapy
and Physical Therapy
Please Turn to Page 3

MORE LETTERS
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Cunningham Fellow Corresponds

continued from page 2

er

To the Editor:
I have become increasingly
dismayed with the ongoing personal
attacks taking place in the UPS Trail.
No doubt there have been many mudslinging debates carried on inside the
Trail. Yet in the years that I have attended UPS, none has reached the
level of the current Trail vs. Feminist
Student Union controversy.
We have all witnessed the war of
words presently going on between
the Trail and the FSU. What is really
suprising about the conflict is not the
FSU's reactions but the Trail's overreactions. Is it acceptable journalism
to spend a whole page slamming a
group of people merely because
those individuals have expressed
dissatisfaction with the contents of a
newspaper? The fact that the Trail's
rebuttal came in the pages of the
Combat Zone is insignificant. Let's
face it, after the initial reaction to the
Dos Equis advertisement, was it really
pertinent to put forth the pledge sale
Combat Zone, knowing full well that it
would only anger the FSU all the
more? And then to come out with a full
page Zone attacking them for their
anger towards the Zone that you set
up to make them mad in the first
place? It seems to me that the Trail
staff (I should make clear that my
comments are directed at only those
members of the staff responsible for
those incidents I have mentioned) has
gone overboard. They take
arguments personally, and then use
our newspaper as a vehicle to attack.
There is no place in a decent
newspaper for this kind of
childishness.
The Trail is a UPS publication. As
such it reflects upon the entire UPS
community; faculty, staff, and
students alike; and is directly responsible to them. I would like to see the
Trail take this responsibility more
seriously. Instead of hiding behind
your print, why not go out and at least
make an attempt to understand where
the FSU is coming from?
Such journalism is ultimately
preferable to the trash that comes
from sitting behind a desk in an office
writing garbage about people you
don't like. As journalists, you owe us,
your readers that much. Give us more
credit. Occasionally we like to makeup our own minds about an issue.
Just give us two sided reports and
less worthless "humor."
Sincerely,
Eric C. Wolgemuth
To the Editor:
Congratulations!! You have been
noticed by one of the greatest people
in the whole world ever to claim
knowledge and authority of the great
meaning of life. You must feel quite
flattered indeed to have grasped the
attention of the worldly individual, His
Majesty and Highness, Mr. R.E. Clenton Richardson. I (as well as many
others I am sure) envy you for accomplishing this great feat that so intimidates those of us that are less
fortunate--to have him "stoop to our
level and give a little professional advice." If I may be so bold, I would like
to try my hand at attempting to follow
some of His Majesty's professsional
"tips" on "writ-a-bation," although I

will publicly admit that I am not as prolific at choking the chicken as our
authority, R.E.
Dear Highness, I have seen you
"attempting to let people know who
you are and how much you know."
Nobody can do it better than you, and
indeed you must have "come a long
way baby." You should have sent
yourself an invitation as well. After all,
what is an invitation without R.E. on
the business end, but something less
than perfect? (Is this the one who asked Timothy Leary, a man with a body
more than twice his age, if he (Leary)
was an adult? This same individual is
giving us suggestions as to "the way
adults handle things.") R.E., you apparently did not have to ask Dr. Leary
if he was an adult, but must have
already known the answer. Was your
Majesty's question a result of your
generosity in your notice of Dr. Leary,
or just a check to see if the doctor
had any idea of what your, R.E., knew
to be true?
By the way, Your Highness, forgive
me for saying so, but I am afraid your
letters are not of the "well-written"
sort that you speak of in your letter;
any English 101 drop-out could tell
you that. (What do those first
paragraphs say? Only the Shadow
and R.E. know for sure.) As for that
funny colored horse of yours, why
don't we attack from both sides of the
issue. I would like to suggest that you
show us how to grow up, since you
obviously know more about the subject than the rest of us. I personally
would love this job to "work on to see
that it gets done." However, I doubt
(and hope) that someone with your
nobility and responsibility would need
to be "babysat" in such a case. We all
look up to you, R.E., please do not
disappoint us. Remember--"far
removed snobbery is a reflection
upon you." Although in your case, it
need not be far removed. Think about
that.
I wish you luck in your own accomplishments, I am sure you could
use it.

Dear President Phibbs & all at UPS,
France is truly an experience!
Here, deep down, I was a bit worried
that after a few months I'd get tired of
travelling. But, if each country is as
new and exciting as France, it's more
of a worry that I'll never want to come
home.
I've been in Paris for nearly a week.
For those of you who have never
been here, all I can do is apologize.
It's just impossible to describe this
place. Pictures don't even come
close to showing Paris. It feels so different from any place I've ever
been...well, to make the attempt: to
begin with, most people speak
French. (Very clever, Phyllis!) That
was the first thing to strike me since I
don't speak French, except for what I
picked up this summer. It's been my
first real contact with a living, spoken
foreign language, unless you count
one hour of German thrice weekly,
and really scared me for the first few
days. I might have bolted for England
if it hadn't been for the Romanesque
churches of Normandy and the pastry
shops on every corner. Now I'm starting to enjoy it. Besides, if you listen
hard you could probably find every
language on earth represented in
Paris.
Everyone I've met has said Paris is
civilized. Even though the men are
outrageous, I'm sure they're right.
Music is everywhere. There are
street musician everywhere, people
in the subway stations playing

beautiful cathedral in the world. It's
saddening to think that before the
Reformation most cathedrals looked
like that, with the original glass and
sculpture still intact. The inside
seems to pulsate with a blue glow
from the glass, while the outside, with
its statues of saints, prophets,
apostles, etc. symbolize the links between the Old and New Testaments.
Best of all, it's all described by a
marvellous guide named Malcolm
Miller (in English) who really makes all
of the medieval symbolism come to
life.
Of course I've seen some of the
other major tourist attractions: Versailles, the Louvre, etc. It may surprise some of you who know of my
obsession with the medieval world,
but I've also seen Napoleon's tomb
and the Rodin Museum. Paris has a
lot of everything. But it's very hard to
rush around and act touristy in Paris.
The city seems to cry to you to sit
back and enjoy, stroll • along the
Champs-Elysees or stop for a leisurely drink at one of the thousands of
cafes. It's all as much of Paris as the
Eiffel Tower.
One final note to any pessimists
who thought it might be hard to
stretch even $10,000 to cover a
year in Europe; it's not hard at all. I've
been staying in very pleasant hotels
and travelling all over. Yet I'm still
comfortably within my budget and
have plenty of funds for concerts
(four this week, but after all, it is Paris)
and really nice French dinners when
I'm in the mood. I wish everyone
could do something like this.

everything from Mozart on the saxophone to full rock groups. Even this

letter is coming to you from the Salle
Gaveau, where I'm waiting for a concert of the Ensemble de Paris to
begin.
I've spent two days at Charles,
which has what must be the most

Your travelling correspondent,
Phyllis
P.S. Thanks for your Paris letter.

WESTGATE MAYTAG LAUNDRY

One of those below,
Andrew Bernick

Westgate Shopping Center
P.S. Who referred to a group of his
fellow students as being "remedial in
their expression"? R.E. has given us
a genuine example. Thanks for the
definition.
Dear Students, Faculty, and Staff
I am not writing this letter to complain about the Greek-Independent
"problem", nor the Combat Zone, nor
about dogs licking my feet during dinner. Instead I am writing to tell you
about Abdi Adan Qeys, Osman
Hassan Heyd, Osman Abshir Abdelle,
Abdo Ayir, Jama Mohamed (last name
unknown(, and Saleban Nuh. "According to reports, all six men
have been tortured. There is concern that they may still be being
tortured. It is also believed that
they may be held in harsh conditions and denied medical treatment."
This information was sent to me by
Amnesty International in the form of
an "Urgent Action" request. On
Thursday, December 2, a meeting will
Please Turn to Page 4
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be held in Room 2 of the SUB for any
student, faculty member, staff personnel or administrator who is interested in sending appeals of your
concern of these men being tortured
and urging that they be humanely
treated and allowed all necessary
medical attention.
The meeting will also discuss the
organization of a Campus Network of
Amnesty International at UPS. The
Campus Network will work in many
areas involving human rights
throughout the school year. Among
these are Urgent Action appeals,
monthly Prisoner of Conscience letter
writing campaigns, Human Rights
education, and other areas as the
need arises. There is much to say
about Amnesty International and what
it does as well as the role campus networks have. To give a brief description of Amnesty International I will
quote the Amnesty International Mandate:
"Amnesty International is an independent worldwide movement
working for the international protection of human rights. It seeks the
release of men and women denied
anywhere because of their beliefs,
color, sex, ethnic origin, language, or
religious creed, provided they have
not used or advocated violence.
These are termed prisoners of conscience. It works for fair and prompt
trials for all political prisoners and
works on behalf of such people detained without charge or trial. It opposes the death penalty and torture
or other cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment of all

prisoners without reservations."
If there are any questions please
attend the meeting on the evening of
December 2nd or contact me at extension X4153.
Thank you,
Chad Haines
To our Readers:
We at the Trail after witnessing an
incredible amount of hassle and controversy over an advertising insert,
and a subsequent even greater controversy over a letter-printing policy
and numerous Combat Zones feel
compelled to clarify our position on
these issues in response to both our
critics and supporters. We feel it is
time that the truth be brought out in
the open, so that any misconceptions
on the parts of our readers can be
cleared up.
First of all, let's examine how this
controversy started. The Trail included in its Sept. 30 issue an inserted
advertisement featuring scantily clad
women promoting Dos Equis Beer.
We meant no deliberate harm in running this ad in the Trail, although
perhaps we were remiss in not realizing its obvious sexist undertones
(overtones?). An interesting fact is
that we received a letter from the ad
agency responsible for the insert asking us to review the advertisement to
determine whether or not we wanted
to run it. Unfortunately we received
this letter a month after the insertion
order date. Just a bureaucratic tie up?
We don't know for sure, but such a
letter, received along with the insertion order, would definitely have forc-
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ed us to think twice about the implications of running the ad.
So, we made a mistake. We received three letters the next week (one
after the deadline) condemning our inclusion of the Dos Equis ad in the Trail
(Pacific Lutheran University's paper
-The Mooring Mast, also ran the ad
and caught some flack). The next
week we received a letter from a person who took issue with one letter
written in protest of the ad by the
Feminist Student Union. We printed
this letter as a response to the first.
When we received another letter from
the FSU responding to this letter, the
Trail implemented for the first time its
policy on letter printing which had
been previously discussed to some
length. We chose not to print this second letter from the FSU because we
felt that the organization had been
given ample space to air its views,
just as those who disagreed with the
FSU's letter had been given ample
space.
When the editor of the Trail was
questioned by a member of the FSU
as to why the second letter was not
printed, he responded with the
reasoning given above. The FSU
representative then asked if the Trail
would please print a notice explaining
why the second letter was not
published, so that the FSU supporters, and the Trail readers would
know that FSU had indeed responded
to its critics.
At this time the Trail editor agreed
to comply with the FSU request, and
encouraged wholeheartedly a suggestion by the representative that the
FSU submit an article to the Trail
which would explain to the readers
what the organization "was all about."
This way, everyone would be happy -or so we thought.
As a personal favor to the FSU
representative (he was in no way
bound, ethically or otherwise to do
so) the editor placed a short notice in
the "letters" section explaining the
situation and the Trail's letter policy.
He also expressed regret that any inconvenience might have been cause
by this policy.
We never received an article from
the FSU. However, the FSU
representative and the person who
had written the letter challenging the
FSU's stance collaborated the next
week with a number of FSU members
on a letter denouncing the Trail's
stated letter policy. Approximately
one third of this letter dealt with
serious debate on the subject -- the
other two thirds attacked areas of one
issue of the Trail which had had
nothing at all to do with this policy,
capitalization errors, the degree of
humor in two unnamed articles and a
Combat Zone, "none of which was
humorous enough to make a spastic's
lip twitch." This letter obviously left
the Trail staff flabbergasted. On the
one hand, two groups/persons who
previously had opposing viewpoints
now were in agreement in a united
assault against first, a letter-editing
policy which was only meant to
streamline operations, and second,
the Trail staff in general. On the other
hand, the compromise which the Trail
had agreed to with the FSU had been
slammed back in its staff's faces.
Because of the indiscretions of the
FSU and collaborators in attacking
practically the entire Trail staff in a

public letter, instead of simply the
editor, his "intellectual narcissism"
and the "unfair editorial policy" the
FSU and its supporters became
targets for "Zoning." In gaining their
place in the Combat Zone, those individuals involved joined Dick Grimwood, the Cashiers Office, Mike
Healey, Psychology Department rats,
members of the greek system, and
many others in becoming object of
campus satire. The Combat Zone
editor used the same criteria in "zoning" the FSU and friends as he had in
zoning any other groups, and indeed
one of the persons who had been
"zoned," Richard Bollinger, a former
Trail production manager, told the
Zone editor that the page satirizing
the FSU had been well done.
So now the Trail is accused of overreacting to the situation by some people who simply do not understand the
facts surrounding the "FSU issue."
Sadly, the Combat Zone of October
29, which yielded one page to a lampoon, a "slam", on the institution of
"pledge sales", was misconstrued as
a slight on women, or the female
body, or whatever. The same FSU
representative alluded to earlier told
the Trail editor that she had not at first
realized that the "pledge sale" feature
was directed at the "sales"
themselves, but had immediately and
incorrectly assumed that it was meant
to demean women. Finally, the
woman featured in this picture is a
personal friend of a staff member, and
had signed a model's release to
enable her picture to be used. No
malice to any group was intended.
The stand of the Trail staff is this:
we are not sexist, and only in one
mistake (the insertion of the Dos
Equis ad) should we have appeared
sexist. We paid for that mistake. We
have made an effort at giving the
Feminist Student Union space for an
article explaining their organization to
our readers; thus far they have not
responded to that offer. We are as
tired of this controvery as we're sure
most of the Trail's readers are.
However, we feel that certain points
have to be clarified. In terms of the
future, we feel that the Trail must
definitely exercise more restraint in its
advertising. We also feel that we must
state as a policy the fact that the Trail
will no longer feature personal attacks
(thinly veiled or blatant as they may
be) in its "letters" section.
We ask our readers in the future to
please "stick to the issues." We are
attempting to put out a quality
newpaper. If someone disagrees with
an editorial stand, or an opinion piece,
or a news article, then we encourage
their writing in to tell us about it.
However, it helps no one to attack
personally writers or other staff
members. Remember, we are
students just like most of our readers.
As far as the Combat Zone goes, it
appears that some readers simply do
not appreciate one type of humor
which might make some other
readers laugh out loud. Unfortunately,
we can't please everyone. UPS
students should ask themselves if
they want a Combat Zone at all, and if
so, what they would like to see in it.
The Trail, readers, is your paper.
Thank you,
We welcome your comments.
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OPINION

Operation Crossroads Brings Problems to Light

By Mitch Briskey & Gorham Bowler

•

Operation Crossroads was this nation's first post-World War II nuclear
weapons test. It consisted of two
Nagasaki size atom bombs, exploded
on July 1 and 25, 1946.
The first bomb, dropped from the
air, exploded over 50 unmanned
ships anchored in the lagoon at Bikini
Atoll, while other ships and crews, including those from the target ships,
observed the blast from 8 to 18 miles
away. That very same day the
observers entered the lagoon to
assess the damage and try to salvage
sinking ships.
The second bomb was detonated
below the surface of the same lagoon
with most of the same target ships in
place. Again the observers entered
the blast area within 8 to 10 hours.
The final report at the site of operations states that "50 percent of the
total radioactive material from the
blast remained in the target area".
The report further states that, "large
quantities of radioactive coral and
sand blown from the lagoon floor lay
deposited on the ships," and all but
nine of the target vessels in the array
were heavily contaminated with radioactive material." In spite of this
knowledge several thousand sailors
were kept aboard the contaminated
ships, which included the observation
ships that directly contacted the
nuclear waste upon entering the
lagoon.
Two weeks after the test, commanders of the ships involved in the
operation were ordered to sink at sea
any contaminated equipment which
was in any way disposable; this included small craft. The remaining
target ships were towed to major
Pacific shipyards, even after the
Navy Commander of the Western Sea
Frontier admitted, "no one yet knows
how to decontaminate them." Among
the shipyards used to harbor and dry
dock the target ships were San Francisco, Pearl Harbor, Kwajalein Islands
and Bremerton. After trying different
acids, solvents, scrubbings, and
paints to remove or cover the radioactivity with little success, the Navy
decided to try sand blasting. They used approximately 125 tons of sand
per ship to remove the radioactive
material, containing plutonium among
other things. Then the cleanup crews
dumped the sand, now contaminated
into the harbors of the different
shipyards.
The exact details of the disposal
operations were kept secret; why? A
secret conference on radiological
safety cautioned against this information becoming public knowledge
because of the "public-relations
angle".
This whole operation exemplifies
many things about the way our
government has treated our people. It
suggests that our government, particularly the military, was (still is?) worried more about its image than the
safety and security of the American
people. Considering that the "public
relations angle" is the motivation for
this type of secrecy, not concern that
it will endanger national security
which is the only legitimate reason
anything should be kept from the
American people, we may be misinformed about anything. Remember

does not insure proper consideration
of the consequences to the environment and both direct and indirect
health and safety hazards to humans,
which must be of the highest priority.
The problem has already taken its
toll on many of those men and women
working on or near the contaminated
ships. The incidence of cancer and
major body disorders among this
group is much higher than among the
nation as a whole. What responsibility
do we have toward these people? Not
all of these workers' disorders arose
from the tests, and even those that
are believed to have originated from
the Crossroads experiment by many,
including very competent experts, will

this is supposed to be a free country
whose government rules only within
the consent of the American people,
not in spite of them.
The Crossroads Operation illustrated the naive belief and idiotic
practice of dumping waste into the
oceans and harbors as a method of
refuge disposal. Plutonium with a half
life of 25,000 years will not simply
disappear. Nearly all the radioactive
poison the Navy discarded in Puget
mound a few miles from here still exists in the Sound. Where is it going to

go? This practice of out of sight,
therefore out of mind disposal was irresponsible, short-sighted, and ineffective. This practice, not abandoned,

be hard to prove with total certainty.
But some review and decision must
be made on the matter. This incident
is not an isolated case. It's one of
faulty planning which endangered
lives, where prior knowledge existed
showing a high probability of
dangerous health effects. These people must function in our society. supporting families and more. What
should America's recompense be for
those people who were unaware of
the danger, uninformed, and even
misled that it was safe? After all, they
were penalized for doing as they
were told during a risky operation that
occurred over 36 years ago.
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By Steve Campion
There was no need for Stanley to
take his knife: the man at the door
would only take it away.
While preparing an essay some
time ago, I was confused with what
beginning to use. The first sentence,
like no other in any paper, can grab a
reader's attention and draw him to
read on. To get an idea for an opening
sentence, I looked at the beginnings
of some successful books. Maybe
there was a secret formula to good
writing locked in the opening line. Indeed, the classics have some dandy
opening lines.
George Orwell wrote the best for
his 1984: "It was a bright cold day in
April, and the clocks were striking
thirteen." The line sounds commonplace until the final word. You
must read on.
Commonplace begins other books.
"I am Odysseus" was the beginning
to Homer's Odyssey. "Call me
Ishmael" was the opening of Moby
Dick. The facts may come quickly, as
well: "My father's family name being
Pirrip, and my Christian name being
Philip, my infant tongue could make of
both names nothing more explicit than
Pip." (Great Expectations); and "I
was born in the year 1632, in the city
of York, of a good family, though not
of that country, my father being a
foreigner of Bremen, named Kreutznaer, who settled first at Hull. "(Robinson Crusoe) These starts hardly
sound appetizing, yet they are the
stuff of classics.
Simple, dramatic lines offer more
punch to the opening. Charles
Dickens took little time to get into his
Christmas Carol: "Marley was deld,
to begin with." Gone With the Wild
opened with "Scarlet O'Hara was not

beautiful." E.B. White's Charlottes
Web began "Where's Papa going
with that ax?" Though a bit longer,
Shakespeare's Macbeth had a
dramatic beginning: "When shall we
three meet again, in thunder, lightening, or in rain?"

Often, a book opens quietly and innocently. "I went back to the Devon
School not long ago and found it looking oddly newer than when I was a
student there fifteen years before," A
Separate Peace begins. Tolkien's
The Hobbit is of the same type: "In a
hole in the ground there lived a hobbit." Mark Twain's Life on the
Mississippi opens quite frankly. "The
Mississippi is well worth reading
about."
Another of Twain's classics,
Huckleberry Finn, opens "You don't
know about me without you have read
a book by the name of 'The Adventures of Tom Sawyer'; but that ain't no
matter." How does Tom Sawyer
begin? "Tom!"
You can understand how varied the

classics are in their openings. There
does not seem to be a fixed formula
for a good opening line. The writer
may begin as boring or as simple or as
dramatic as he wishes. Anything
seems to work. Indeed, Hamlet is the
most quoted piece of literature outside of the Bible (which begins
classically "In the beginning..."). How
does Hamlet open? "Who's there?"
If you happen to get lost opening
your term papers, pick one of these
or vary them just a bit to fit your purpose. If your roommate is a
bookworm, see how many of the
books he can identify by the first line.
Okay, so I have an opening line.
Now if I could only think of a story to
go after it.

STUDENT AID.
It takes more than brains to go to college. It takes money.
For tuition, room and board, and books.
The Army College Fund is designed to help you get that
money for college while serving your country.
If you qualify, you can join the Army College Fund
when you join the Army. For every dollar you put in, Uncle
Sam puts in five. Or more.
So, after just two years in the Army, you can have up
to $15,200 for college. After three years, up to $20,100.
To get your free copy of the Army College Fund booklet,
call or visit your local Army Recruiter. It could be the most
important book you've ever read.
564-5922

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

'Tell Me If I Think I'm O.K.
By Jeri Hurd
Have you ever noticed how people
can never live with just their own opinion of themselves? They're always
having to ask, "Well, what did you
think?" "How did you like it?" "Did I
do o.k.?" Psychiatrists are raking in a
fortune from this trait, as are all the
people writing books telling you how
to avoid doing this (while offering their
opinion about you, of course!).
However, there is another area that
combines both the analytical ability of
the psychiatrist with the self-help
ideas of the books, and that is the doit-yourself tests found in almost every
major magazine. These pernicious little vermin infest every form of popular
literature from the newspaper to slick
magazines. Everyone wants some
form of test to see how they measure
up, not trusting their own judgement.
It's an epidemic, one that should (but
doesn't) cause national concern.
Now, I have to admit, I'm pretty addicted to these things myself. All I
have to do is see a magazine flashing
the headline "Are you and your partner living ideally--see quiz page 93"
and my adrenalin starts to rise, my
blood sugar shoots up and my
reflexes cause me to reach out and
grab the magazine before someone
else can tear it out of my clutches. I
figure I've taken every test offered
over the past 6 years, and between
them all have come to the conclusion
that I'm a frustrated, promiscuous,
neurotic, disagreeably sane, happily
married, on the brink of divorce,
frigid, over-sexed individual. You
know, your normal, every day sort of
person. I mean, it's ridiculous! No two
tests agree and they'll quiz you on
everything from your sexual compatability to the Freudian significance
of green underwear. They really
ought to standardize the things, kind
of like the SATs, with each magazine
carrying the same test, so all answers
come out the same. It could even
revolutionize test-taking in high
school. Students initially reluctant to
take a test would jump at the chance
if it was found inside the cover of
Seventeen and they were told it
measured their ability to attract
members of the opposite sex. Just
imagine, you could tell them MobyDick measures their libido and solving
algebra problems is directly related to
their psychological well being. It's a
thought.
Of course, the last thing any college student needs is another test,
but the Trail is not to be outdone by
its higher-priced brethren and we
have devised a test to measure your
scholastic aptitude - what your
chances of ever achieving your
degree are.
How Competent Are You Quiz

Given the choice of a) attending a
party or b) studying for a final you
would: A) Study. After all, college is
not a social time. B) Use the party for
a study break. It relaxes the mind and
you always concentrate better after a
couple of beers. C) Party. College
ain't for work, and that's a fact. D) Bag
the whole thing and drop out of
school.
Your English prof catches you
reading the Cliff's Notes on War and

Peace. You tell him: A) "Aren't these
a laugh! They really fail to capture
Tolstoy's thematic and structural excellence, achieving a mediocrity in
critical interpretation surpassed only
by the essential absurdity of trying to
condense a masterpiece into 30
pages." B) "I've already read the
book four times and was just trying to
refresh my memory on the broader
aspects." C) "I bought it for a friend."
D) "Who the hell wants to read 1,000
pages about the Napoleonic invasion
of Russia? Natasha's a bore, Peter's a
whimp and I don't know what ever
made Tolstoy think he could write. Be
glad I'm reading this much."
3. You just dumped calcium into what
you think was the test tube with water

SAI Pledges
Announced
Sigma Alpha Iota, the International
Music Fraternity for women, announces nine new pledges this fall.
The pledges are selected for their interest and dedication in musical
endeavors, academic ability and
general strength of character. Jay
Holt, Alayne Faraone, Kathy
Kaminoff, Jan Lassen, Sally Blunt,
Kris Petersen, Lori Bajema, Lori
Jones and Nancy Warren were pledged in two separate ceremonies this
week
Sigma Alpha Iota is one of the most
active honorary groups on campus.
Besides aiding individuals as a support group and through scholarships,
they provide many services to the
School of Music. These services include ushering for concerts and
recitals and putting on receptions
following many of these events. They
also sponsor music events on campus such as the popular P.D.Q. Bach
concert in the spring. Their next event
is a broadway musical revue,
scheduled for December 1st at 8:00
p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall. This
program will feature solos and chorus
numbers from Broadway musicals like
"Godspell" "South Pacific" and
"Company." It will also feature selections from "Tony Lumpkin," a musical
written by a member of the faculty of
the School of Music, Dr. Geoffrey
Block. Tickets will be available
through S.A.I. members and at the
door for $1.

in it in your Chem 101 class. It immediately starts to bubble and steam
pours out of the tube. You: A) Panic
and dump the whole thing down the
drain and pray it won't eat the pipes.
Drink it -- you might get a high off it.
Realize it's just an overactive acidbase reaction and write the process
neatly down in your lab book. D) Sell it
to Grimwood as a food preservative.
4. You-know-who has just called you
down to the Cashier's office to ask
why you're 3 months overdue on
your plan B payment. You tell her: A)
"My mother needs an operation. I'll
give it to you when we finish paying
the hospital bill" B) "Do you realize
what my beer bill is each month? I
can't pay both - it's a matter of
priorities." C) "I had to use it to bribe
Prof. Veseth. He was going to flunk
me." or D) You solve the problem by
forgetting the appointment.
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Take Note
ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADS!!

The UPS Alumni Association extends to you an invitation to attend the
annual December Graduation Party. It
will be held on Friday, December 3,
from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Fireside Room
of Kittredge Hall. Wine/sparkling
cider, cheese and crackers will be
served.
Please RSVP by calling the UPS
Alumni Office at Ext. 3245.

MESSAGES...
J.T.E.
The sun'll come out tomorrow. Bet
your bottom dollar that tomorrow,
there'll be sun. Just thinkin' about
tomorrow
K .J .

MJM: Yep! FIVE,COUNT 'EM FIVE!
THE SIXTH BRINGS FORTH A
ROCK...Three cheers for more
slumber parties!!
Sincerely,
Bruce's Big Brother

41■•■••■■•••■■•••■■••■•••.•■••••■■••■■•••■■••
ABSOLUTELY FREE!!
Yes, as a Trail reporter,
photographer or production engineer
you will be absolutely free to set your
own hours, be your own person. The
LOGGER SPORTS department, in
particular, is in dire need of reporters,
writers and photographers capable of
putting its pages together. If you think
you have the brains, the guts, the will
necessary to serve on the Trail team,
come to our office in the SUB basement or call x3278 for more information.
THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL...
IT'S MORE THAN AN ADVENTURE,
ITS A JOB.

Hairstyling by...

O
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

Lisa

WITH STUDENT ID

Dixie

Mark
Carol

2714 N. 21st Street, Tacoma.
759-4353
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Nina Hagen Cranks It Out!
BY BILL LOGAN

"Mass Brew Action" and "Tinkerbell
Rock" cleared the air and derived favorable

Nina Hagen at the Showbox
(Seattle) 1 1 / 9

than welcome in Seattle. This

thunderous applause about a half hour later.
Bass player and band leader Karl Rucker,

IL - Exciting
and Deafenin

operatically trained vocalist from East Berlin

guitarist Steve Schiff (previously of 1994),

BY BILL LOGAN

executed a brilliant performance with the aid
of a dazzling band two Tuesdays ago at Seat-

keyboard player Richard Sohl (previously of
Patty Smith's band) and drummer Paul Baker

Public

tle's Showbox. Ever since Hagen was literally

assisted Hagen on a selection of songs speckl-

begged to leave her homeland due to her
unusual lifestyle about five years ago, she has

ed with interesting veresions of such numbers

response.
Third in line was Race/Age, a theatrical

Apparently East
Germany couldn 't handle
her, but Nina Hagen is more

been making a name for herself with her unnaturally versatile voice and contagious
melodies.
Opening were three acts from the area.
Mr. Epp and the Calculations, a clot of four
servile dogs from Bellevue, put forth a slough
of half finished "songs" that can be likened
only to the sounds of cats on fire.
Next on the agenda was Rally Go. This
Seattle-based hand was quite a crowd pleaser,

act in which a fellow wearing a bizarre
costume walked through a plastic screen, and
then locked himself in a refrigerator which
then blew up (after he secretly sneaked out
the back).
Nina Hagen and her band came out to

as "The Secret Life of Arabia" by David
(I Can't
Bowie/Brian Eno/Carlos Alomar, ''(I
Get No) Satisfaction" by the Rolling Stones,
and "I Did It My Way", originally written
by Frank Sinatra and later made listenable by
Sid Vicious. Six recongizable songs from
her most recent album Nunsexmonkrock were
rendered - "Dread Love", "Antiworld"
and "Smack Jack" were carried out with uncanny vibrancy. "Cosma Shiva" and "Iki

in a Bellevue Hospital bedshirt and taunting

Image Ltd. at the Showbox
(Seattle) 1 1 /12

While dancers
from the audience recklessly thrashed about the stage,
Public Image Ltd. delivered a concert
loud enough to wake the dead last Friday
night at Seattle's Showbox.

the audience with jeering throwaway lines,
Lydon commanded the stage with novel enthusiasm. Guitarist/songwriter Keith Levene
furnished his breed of crashing chord sequences with frightening consequences.
Levene was a founding member of the Clash,
but he left them to form PIL with Lydon in
1978. On stage he exhibits little or no emotion, and is quite stationary, moving only to
make room for the drunken dancers from the
audience. Also on this tour is bassist Peter
Jones, taking the place of recently departed
Jah Wobble. Although Jones may be
technically better than Wobble, there is

Charismatic, if somewhat brazen

something about Wobble's obscure, almost

providing a pleasant contrast to the sounds of

Maska" are incessant dance numbers,
delivered with stinging efficiency.

vocalist/songwriter John Lydon (previously

aggressively simple basslines that heighten

Mr. Epp. Their merry melodies such as

continued on page 3

of the Sex Pistols) was in true form. Garbed

continued on page 3

THEATER

Another problem lies in college students
trying to sing opera. Their voices, for the
most part, lack the maturity and depth re-

"Riders" Drowns
BY JERI HURD
"Riders to the Sea"
UPS Inside Theatre
Anyone who has been around UPS a couple years may remember the Winterim OneAct productions of Riders to the Sea under the
direction of Eric Anderson. It was a beautiful
and moving play, the characters instantly
grasping one's interest and sympathy. To say

quired for good opera, and they are simply
nice voices trying to sing roles out of their
league. Granted, Williams' score is not much
to work with. The opening reminds one more
of a Gregorian chant than opera--which is
great n church, but not on the stage. The en-

off the west coast of Ireland, J.M. Synge's

tire work is done almost in a monotone,

On November 3d, in Kittredge
Gallery, Tawna Pickens, senior art
student, and David Green, sculptor
and jeweler from Seattle, will open
their respective shows.

Riders to the Sea just doesn't come off well as

whether because it was written that way or

an opera.
The main problem may be that the music,

merely sung that way I don't know. There is
one truly beautiful moment when Maurya,

Fields: Paintings and Drawings by
Tawna Pickens is Pickens' first one-

written by R. Vaughan Williams, was made
to fit the words, rather than the other way

entering the room after seeing the ghost of

person show. Media used include
acrylic paint, pastel and graphite.
Pickens has had articles, poems and
graphics published in local journals
and has received several scholarships
along with the Helen Buchanan Art
Award.
Green, whose show continues
through December 17, will exhibit
works which emphasiz e "the inherent , ensuousness of materials.

around. The effect was ludicrous at best, and

her dead son, begins to wail in horror and
pain. The music is haunting (no pun intend-

one quite often received the impression that
words were being made to fit. rushing several

ed), but all too brief. Alayne Faraone as the

words into one note. An odd contradiction,

Her voice has a pleasant, rich quality to it
lacking in the voices of her co-singers. Peter

but it is the impression given by the opera.

mother is, indeed, the best singer in the cast.

that the new operatic production of Synge's
play fails to do this would be an understate-

Similarly, words that were poignant when

Herpst, the only male with a singing part,

ment. Under the musical direction of Prof.
Tom Goleeke and the stage direction of Rick

spoken gain a mock-heroic quality when set
to music. One of the sisters recognizes the

Sara Camp and Kathy Kaminoff, while all

Graves, this mini-opera, far from riding to

socks of her dead brother and sings "I put up

having nice voices that show potential, are
just that, nice voices.

the sea, never even gets on the horse. The
story of a family living on the barren islands

three score stitches and dropped four of

Slightly better is the other half of UPS'

WNW

Art Preview

them. " How ludicrous can you get?

continued on page 2
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THE BAR REVIE

Beer, Grease, and Chicken
ninards - Gag Me!

Punk to Funk What Happened?
By CLARK YERRINGTON
Uprhythm, Downbeat
The Members
Arista
Working Girl; The Family; The
Model; Chairman of the Board; Boys
Like Us.
Going West; Radiodub; Fire (In My
Heart); You and Me Against the
World; We, the People.

BY JERI HURD

Crowd watchers will also enjoy the Spar as
the clientele are quite diverse. In one night
I've seen people dressed for a night at the

BAP

theatre and men in off the docks all merge

O

together into a cozy, congenial group. It 's a

oc

great place for avoiding a UPS crowd, should
you choose to do so. It's guaranteed you'll
always meet one or two people from campus
there, but never in droves, so that it seems to

The direction the band has taken on

When I learned I was to do the bar review

Uprhythm, Downbeat is something else. It's
difficult to believe that this is the same band

for this week, I promised myself I wouldn't

The music in the jukebox is quite a con-

do the Spar. Now don't get me wrong - I

glommeration. Everything from "On the

be just an extension of the university.

playing. "Working Girl, " the new record's-

love the Spar. A couple of now graduated

Road Again" to "Hungry Heart" to

opener, is an uninspired rocker that could

Betas introduced me to the place and I've

have easily been written by any competent
rock 'n roll band on the tavern circuit. "The

been there frequently ever since. Which is the

"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes. " Nothing really
great, but not totally unlistenable, either.

problem. I seldom get out to see other places.

Now, the Spar is famous for three items

Model" is the sole reggae-like track and

Thus, I decided this was the perfect oppor-

above all else. Spar chips, Jo-Jos and (don't

seems to have been included as an after-

tunity to try the Back Forty. Well, I never

gag) chicken gizzards. The first two I can

thought, as it doesn't fit in well with the

made it out there, so will have to save it for

vouch for, the third is only on hearsay, but

other songs here. "You and Me Against the

chips are the tavern's own freshly made

Esther Wagner tells me they're great. Spar

The Members emerged in 1977 as one of
the most promising new bands of post-punk

World" is nice/inoffensive/throwaway pop

later.
Nevertheless, the Spar is an extremely

in the best top-40 tradition. The mostly in-

worthy place. Of higher class than Magoo's,

potato chips, brought to the table piping hot.

Britain. The group was formed by exinsurance salesman Nicky Tesco, and was

strumental "Radiodub" has become a minor

yet not so ritzy as Clinks or The Ram, the

There's nothing quite like beer and grease!

hit. This song and the rest of the tracks on the

Spar has the perfect atmosphere in which to

The Jos are also superb (in fact, I prefer them

picked up in 1978 by Stiff Records. After
some personnel changes, Stiff released the

record are very funky. "Going West" (the
only track written by bassist Chris Payne) and

kick back and philosophize over a $2.50 pit-

to Spar chips) - large quarter potatoes fried in

cher of Rainier or Heidelberg, both on tap.

a pressure cooker and served with sour cream.

Member's first single, "Solitary Confine-

"We, the People" work best in this vein.

Bob, Myrt and Judy are the real keys to

For those of you who prefer wine to beer,

ment. " This song was included on the first

"Chairman of the Board" carries a valid

the Spar serves several types and if your

album At the Chelsea Nightclub which ap-

political message which is lost in the heavy

the Spar. All the bartenders are fun, but these
three are especially nice - greeting you by

peared in 1979.

rhythmic mix. Overall, no new ground is

name after only a few visits and always will-

sufficient, they also serve hamburgers and

broken by any of the selections here.

ing to shoot the breeze. (It should be men-

various seafoods.
Monday through Saturday, closed on Sunday.
Happy Hour is 4-6 -- see you there!

At the Chelsea Nightclub is a classic record
that never caught on in the U.S. If there were

All of this is very depressing coming from a

any justice in the music world, this album

group of incredibly talented musicians like the

tioned that Bob owns the place and has improved it considerably over its "dive" days

would have sold well here, because it's great.

Members. None of the elements that made At

several years ago.)

It 's furiously-paced and compelling - the
record's 12 songs give definition to the

the Chelsea Nightclub so appealing are pre-

revolution in sound started by the Sex Pistols
in 1976. At the Chelsea Nightclub is terrific
because it 's diverse - the music ranges from
the crashing three chord "Frustrated,

sent on the new album. There's not a single
guitar solo on Uprhythm, Downbeat. On At

Bagshot" and the equally raw (and live!)

Bennett and rhythm guitarist Jean-Marie Carroll are the center of the band's sound, and
turn in spectacular winding solos on "Love in

"Chelsea Nightclub" to the sophisticated,

a Lift" and "The Sound of the Suburbs."

reggae-influenced "Stand Up and Spit. "
Political overtones are mixed in throughout,

These days the mix is dominated by the
rhythm section and the horn sounds of new

but mostly the record is a hell of a lot of

Member Simon Lloyd; accented by gospeltype background singers and electronic blips.

fun...the band's good humor is apparent in
the hilarious track ''Phone-in Show. " "The
Sound of the Suburbs" is a fitting anthem of
the original punk movement and deserves the
label "classic. '' Overall, the album is quirky,
inconsistent and thoroughly entertaining.

THE
PIZZA
ANSWER
FREE
DELIVERY

3602

Cent7rrarrilin

627 8844
5pm-1am Mon. - Thurs.
4pm - 1:30am Fri.&Sat.
4pm - 1am Sun.

pressure, cause no fight or fuss." This about

the Chelsea Nightclub, lead guitarist Nigel

sums up the new Members. Sure is a far cry
from the defiant lyrics of 1979's "Don't
Push." Maybe Uprhythm, Downbeat is just
a big joke, representing temporary insanity on
the part of these men who have made such
brilliant, memorable music in the past. In the

hunger is such that potato chips aren't nearly

They're open from 1I a.m. to 2 p.m.,

D rowns continued from page

tion takes place in a theatre converted to serve
as a radio broadcast studio. Unfortunately, I
couln't stay to see the entire show, but it got

At the
Chelsea Nightclub, which is available as an

off to a good start with some quite humorous

import on Virgin International Records.

ing style was not as demanding as that in the
Williams, thus any lack was not felt as keen-

meantime we totally recommend

Nicky Tesco's vocals have lost their
desperate, kinetic edge, and his Cockney accent has been dropped.

discussion between two old maids. The sing-

ly.
The operas continue tonight and Saturday.
Tickets sell for $3 to students and senior

On "Boys Like Us, " the theme song of
the new record, Tesco sings, "We take no

citizens, $4 for the general public.

THINK PIZZA. • •
$ 2.00 OFF

THINK THE PIZZA ANSWER
$ 1.00 OFF
$ 1.50 OFF

ANY 16" PIZZA

ANY 12" OR 14" PIZZA

WITH THICK CRUST

WITH THICK CRUST

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 1 2 1 8 82

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 12 18 8 2

One coupon per pizza

6278844

6278844

THE
PIZZA

6278844

1

night at the opera, Gian Carlo Menotti 's The
Old Maid and the Thief. Set in 1939, the ac-

ANY 16" PIZZA

Expires:

12 18 82
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The Flirts
if

How Much
Is This
Record
Worth?

BY R.E. CLENTON RICHARDSON

on-45" and let it roll. Over and over again

tention - The Flirts.

-combining all the little things which made

I easily became infatuated with songs so I

10 Cents a Dance
The Flirts
"0" Records
1: Jukebox (Don't Put Another Dime);
Boy Crazy; On the Beach; Passion.
2:We Just Want to Dance; Calling All
Boys; Jungle Rock; I Only Want to Be
With You; Surf's Up.

various groups famous. The Flirts use: a

raced down to Tower to pick up their only

"girl's chorus" (as with the Go Go's), a

album - "10 Cents a Dance". Next I went

pusling beat (as in disco and Star's on 45), an

home to hear it.

"avant guard" album design (as in punk or

From the album cover design, below
average graphically and conceptually, to the
low budget printing, colors and layout, it
sounds like a group who just couldn't wait to
track their voices with an organ and "have an
album out."
The Flirts are "The Three Female Flirts"

new wave), rhythm and synthesizer (as in
Devo), blend it all together on your private
mixer board - and voile, again you have the
Flirts.
It's not worth 56.99 or even 52.99, but

who only have first names: Andrea, Rebecca

average marketing project, The Flirts are, at

and Holly with only one performer, who

face value, a manufactured group, planned to

ironically produced the album as well, Bobby

It WAS an average idea - The Flirts - but

make money.

Orlando. Bobby also wrote all the lyrics for

don't expect much else from this group, not
even money.

After a wild Friday night I awoke to a

the nine songs on the album.

beautiful Saturday and was so moved to take

Save your money. There are only nine

a nice long drive. Tuned in "The Wave" at

songs which total a mere 31 minutes of

96.5 FM, KYYX on the radio and on bopped

recorded music - or so to speak.

a catchy rythmic song, sung by some girls
who for all intents and purposes were clones

The opening track

All the songs sound the same - so you
haven't missede anything, but one song.

Jukebox is fun, even

catchy, yet don't try to listen to it more than

. if not the real thing, "... don't put another

twice - you'll memorize it. As with the only

dime -in-the Jukebox, I don't wanna hear that

other good song - "We

song no more", Go, Go's.

it is the same old stuff over and over. Picture-

Just Want to Dance,

if-you-will - the pulsing beat of the "Stars.

DANCE SATURDAY NOV.
10:00-1:30

IN THE CELLAR

NOV
99
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A stint

"U.F.0." was a vehicle for Baker and Sohl
- they provided a fascinating percussion intro;
Baker on his tom-toms and Sohl using elec-

PIL's first two albums (Public Image and Second Edition). One wonders what Wobble is
doing now to occupy his time. Finally, there

tronics. The most astounding aspect of the

is Martin Atkins, a drummer/songwriter with

show was Hagens' superhuman vocal ability.
A word should be said about the group's

considerable slugging power and a lightning

appearance. Hagen and her band, aside from
being fantastic musicians, are also very well
groomed. Hagen's lengthy hair was wrapped
in an elongated conical shape with a multicolored fabric, and the sides of her head were
shaved to give the semi-mohawk look now so

fast bass drum peddle.
After an anxious wait, PIL finally took the
stage and opened with "Theme", a song
from their first album. From that point on the
crowd in front of the stage oscillated back and
forth like an accordion, occasionally squeezing dancers up onto the stage at Lydon's re-

fashionable. Schiff's hairdo is one of those
that allow the bangs to lop stylishly across the

quest, and then lashing back, causing people

face. Sohl courts the skinhead look, and
Baker also subscribes to the semi-mohawk

gressed, the boys plowed through material
from their first album ("Low Life" and

trend. Rucker's was an elaborate series of
braids and beads akin to Bo Derek in the film

Second Edition
"Religion II"),
(" Albatross''' and "Chant"), and from their
most recent album The Flowers of Romance

to nearly crash to the floor. As the show pro-

Other than Hagen initially experiencing

("Under the House" and ''Banging the

difficulties with her echoplex, the show ran

Door"), as well as some new material. The
tension reached furious peaks as confused fans

smoothly. The audience was more than
polite, providing her with all the attention
one would reserve for some sort of royalty.
She is a fascinating personality. She grew up
under tumultuous conditions, and her songs
reflect this. She sings of the drug culture and
counter-productive love affairs. She also feels
very strongly about Africa being free. Her
first his was "African Reggae", and she
often wears her hair in dreadlocks.
In honor of this significant talent, we
would like to declare December "International Nina Hagen Month". East Germany's
loss is the world's gain.

I

can't take the album back - so if you want to
record it, call me - I'll let you use it.

An excellent idea, and to a point an

To my surprise it wasn't the Go Go's, on-

ttl

ly clones which - more or less - caught my at-

had to be shoved off the stage while Lydon
snidely commented "feel free to do whatever
you want, but don't f--k with us, that 's that
lesson there".
The event drew to a close with PIL pumping out their first single "Public Image" for
an encore, barely visible from behind a wall
of heaving and pitching fans. It's too bad
cameras weren't allowed, as there were
priceless photo opportunities. PIL are an exceptional band, as entertaining as they are innovative. Hopefully, our ears will stop ringing by the time they come to Seattle next.

BOB & RUSS
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Any arts/entertainment event of interest to UPS students may be
publicized free of charge in this calendar. Deadline for publication in next
week's issue is Tues., November
12 p.m.

HAPPY
THANKS

THEATER

New Opera
Shows
Promise
Seattle Opera will produce a miracle on

GIVING ~~ 4-4

When the Kings magnanimusly forgive her,

Page. Michael Mitchell will conduct the fully

Amahl offers his crutch as a gift to the Child
and travels with the Kings on their

orchestrated productions and Glynn Ross,

pilgrimage, miraculously cured.

Association, directs.

Doug Spingelt and Allen Gammon of

Tickets for the Meany Hall performances

Bothell and Auburn will sing the role of

are S12.50, $10.00 and S8.00. Children,

Amahl in alternate performances. Shirley

students and senior citizens may attend the

Harned will sing the Mother, Archie Drake as

performance for half price. For tickets on

Balthazar, Boyd Schlaefer as Melchior.

bankcard charges and additional information

Richard Vale as Kaspar and Byron Ellis as the

call (206) 447-4711, 10-4 weekdays.

ALBUM CHARTS
KUPS FM 90.1 Rolling Stone

stage in less than an hour. Gian-Carlo
Menotti 's wonderfully sensitive opera Amahl

The English Beat - Special Beat Service

UNCLE BONSAI, an accapella trio, on
Monday, November 22nd. This
popular group, billed as the "hot new
Bumbershoot discovery" at the 1982
Bumbershoot Festival, will be performing twice for UPS on Monday. Uncle Bonsai will be in the Snack Bar for
Showcase from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
and in the Cellar from 8 to 9:15 p.m.
They are back by popular request.
You will not want to miss them.
EINE KLEINE LOUNGE MUSIK in a 2
hour show from 11 until 1 in the
Snack Bar on Wednesday, December
1 st. This musical comedy troupe will
be a trip.

) Men At Work - Business as Usual

Psychedelic Furs - Forever Now
REM - Chronic Town (EP)

and Night Visitors will be presented once

SHOWCASE AND THE CELLAR PRESENT:

General Director of the Seattle Opera

Donald Fagen -

The Nightfly

Billy Joel - The Nylon Curtain

again during the holiday season at Meany

Romeo Void - Benefactor

Fleetwood Mac - Mirage

Hall (University of Washington campus) on

Stray Cats - Built for Speed

Bruce Springsteen - Nebraska

December 17 (7:30 pm). 18 (3:30 and

Duran Duran - RIO
ABC - Lexicon of Love

Joe Jackson - Night and Day

Bow Wow Wow - I Want Candy

Stray Cats - Built for Speed

Translator - Heartbeats and Triggers
Talk Talk - The Party's Over

Hall and Oates - H2O

7:30 pm) and 19 (3:30 and 7:30 pm).
Commissioned by the NBC-TV Opera
Theatre,

Amahl and the Night Visitors

premiered and aired on December 24, 1951.

The Who - It's Hard

Lionel Richie

It 's stage premiere was at Indiana University,

Wall of Voodoo - Call of the West

John Cougar - American Fool

February 21, 1952. A Christmas miracle fill-

The Jam - The Bitterest Pill (EP)
The Clash - Combat Rock

Dire Straits - Love over Gold

ed with lovely arias, recitatives and
ensembles. Amahl and the Night Visitors is

Peter Gabriel - Security

Missing Persons - Spring Session M
X - Under the Big Black Sun

The Clash - Combat Rock

Bethlehem. Three Kings are following a star

Men at Work - Business as Usual

Linda Ronstadt -

to the newborn Christ and stop overnight

The Boomtown Rats - V Deep
The Alley Cats - Escape from Planet

Michael McDonald - If That's What it

set in the interior of a cottage in a field near

with a poor woman and her crippled son,
Amahl. Neighboring shepherds gather to bring food and to dance for the royal visitors.

Rush - Signals

Takes

Earth

After the Kings are asleep the mother tries to

Magazine - After the Fact
Shriekback - Ted, II

steal some of their treasure to help her boy.

Tune in, turn on, and drop out!

Get Closer

Alan Parsons Project - Eye In The Sky
Luther Vandross - Forever. For Always,

For Love

A Flock of .Seagulls

CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAYS...
`MISTLETOAST'
On

Saturday Evening, December 4th
...Plan On Being There
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THE ICONOCLAST

Trail Trivia and Traditions

By Jon Blitz

•

Sometimes I can get pretty confused concerning different topics. After
having taken difficult college courses
for what seems to be a long time, I
believe I've gotten used to the idea.
There are some things I really wish I
had answers for; I think I'll throw out
some of these ideas and see what
you think.
First, I don't think I understand
how the whole capitalist doctrine is
supposed to fit together. This is how I
believe it's supposed to work; we all
work hard to produce goods to sustain a strong economy with all of the
people being productive members of
society. Competition provides the
driving force and eventually everyone
will benefit. This is the American way.
Somehow all the pieces don't seem
to fit, I think I'm missing something.
Another thing I have trouble
deciphering is why people go to college to "study" business. Going to
school, spending a lot of money just
learning how to make money doesn't
seem to make much sense to me; but
then I don't think I know what they
could study. Here's an idea, maybe
they learn all about the capitalist
system and competition.
Competition, the American way of
life, and the businessman is at the
apex of it all. Come to think of it,
maybe I do know why people go to
college to "study" business. It takes
some doing to learn how to hire and
fire, add, subtract, multiply and
divide, embezzle, how the stock
market works, how to screw over
your business partner, when to expand, how to lie, who to flatter, and
just learn how to get ahead. These
things are not easily acquired and
don't come with a small price tag. The

businessman pays his dues; no doubt
about it. But let's think on this a
minute. The business people don't
work to build a sturdy, productive
economy, what they learn, and indeed must learn, is how to tear each
other and everything else down.
So with this mentality literally being
selected for in our society, how are
we to get any good from it? Why we
turn to the business sector of our
society of course. We need to loosen
the stranglehold of federal government and regulation on business to
allow them to produce and spread the
wealth we got for what President
Reagan calls volunteerism. This
makes perfect sense, the "trickle
down" theory. There is one thing we
haven't taken into account and this I
fail to understand. We have not properly assessed the business person's
mentality. Profit is the bottom line,
any other consideration isn't even
secondary. In fact, in some capitalist
circles showing any sign of concern
for our lesser counterparts is contemptible (forgive me staunch
capitalists and Ayn Rand Fans). I think
something very basic is missing in this
system of ours. Maybe I'm oldfashioned or maybe I'm just naive, but
I think we've lost our integrity and
compassion. What's scary to me is
that I think I understand. Here is what
I don't understand: How could we actually believe Reagan when he says
volunteerism will pick up the slack?
How did we ever get to the point
where we actually have to count on
the business sector to think in human
terms? Why are a large percentage of
the students here as well as all over
the country going to college to
"study" business? Who is John Galt?

ROTC Opportunities Here
What is Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Corps (ROTC)? It is the
gateway to a great way of life. Air
Force life is one of experience,
education, travel, and service to our
country. Specifically, the Air Force
ROTC detachment at the University
of Puget Sound, like 148 other
detachments in the United States, is
designed to train college students to
be leaders in the Air Force.
Students may begin this program
directly from high school or while attending college. There are four year
and two year commissioning programs. During the first two years, Air
Force ROTC cadets learn the history
of Airpower and the contemporary
organizational structure of the Air
Force. In the summer between their
sophomore and junior years, Air
Force ROTC cadets spend a month in
field training at any of a number of Air
Force Bases in the United States.
After field training, management,
leadership, and national security are
the major areas of academic study for
the junior and senior Aerospace
Studies students. Following college

graduation, the cadets are commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the
United States Air Force. Their career
areas include flying, navigating,
missile operations, maintenance,
security, intelligence, law, medicine,
chapel ministry, finance, and many
others.
While still in college, there are many
extra-curricular activities in Air Force
ROTC such as the Arnold Air Society,
Color Guard, Drill Team, Dining Outs
(formal military dinners), and various
base visits. In addition, full scholarships are awarded, on a competitive
basis, each semester to academically
qualified students.
The Air Force ROTC program at
UPS is growing each year, and those
enrolled in the program have a
guaranteed job after graduation. The
Air Force encourages continuing
education through Masters and PhD
programs. If this sounds interesting,
you can get more information by
visiting the Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Core Detachment in the
Warner Gymnasium Building right on
the UPS campus.

By Greg Jones
This week's column is somewhat
different. I have no trivia or traditions
to relay to you, instead, I thought it
would be interesting to blend some of
the past with our present time. With
the revival of traditions making progress I wonder what it would be like
today if some of the dialogue and
pastimes of yesteryear were to
return also.
Even the clothes we wear today
closely resemble the traditional styles
of clothing that dominated the 1950's
and early 1960's. Is this not reason
enough to assume that the activities
and dialogue of those years will ascend upon our everyday lives as well?
Imagine watching M-T.V. with a
"malted" or hearing some guy say to
his date, "Gee Shirley , I sure had a
swell time with you at the Timothy
Leary lecture." Wouldn't that seem a
little odd?
It's the "one liner" pick-up schemes
that get me. Imagine a nervous male
sophomore approaching a fifth year
senior girl in the library with one of the
lines, "Hey, nice bobby socks" or
"Can I buy you a burger?" The poor
guy would not stand a chance. The
classic "one liner" is, of course,
"So...do you come here often?" It is a
dumb question as we all attend
classes here. That ought to be often
enough.

Obviously, none of this will ever
happen. If you doubt my word and
need some reinforcement just think of
the growing sisterhood of "Valley
girls" and their influence around campus. Enough said.

"So....do you come here often?"

Law Grad Receives Appointment
Gay Gellhorn, a 1982 cum laude
graduate of the University of Puget
Sound School of Law has been appointed clerk to Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall. Ms.
Gellhorn, who delivered the Commencement address at the Law
School Commencement, is currently
acting as clerk to Judge James L.
Oakes of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit in
Brattleboro, Vermont.
A magna cum laude graduate of
Radcliffe College in 1960, Ms.
Gellhorn received a Master of Arts in
Teaching from Harvard University in
1961. She continued graduate
studies at various institutions and
taught school for eight years in
Washington, South Carolina and the
District of Columbia.
Married to an Army doctor, Dr.
David M. Sa'adah, she has been active in community affairs at his service
posts. She served as editor-in-chief
of a bi-weekly newspaper in Italy and
acted as supervisor of the Army Community Services in Vicenza. For the

latter assignment, she received the
Southern European Task Force
"Golden Lion Award for 1976."
Termed by UPS Law School Dean
Fredric Tausend as one of the most
unusual and brilliant students to
graduate from the Law School, Ms.
Gellhorn was Associate Editor of the
Law Review, a member of the International Law Society and a volunteer
tutor for the early entry students.
Ms. Gellhorn also was elected chair
of the Academic Standards Committee and served on the Student Bar
Association Governing Council.
As a law intern during the summer
of 1981, she served with the Office
of Legal Policy for the Department of
Justice in Washington, D.C.In 1980,
she served as a family law intern for
the Puget Sound Legal Assistance
Foundation and as a research clerk
for UPS Law Professor Marilyn
Berger.
Ms. Gellhorn's appointment is for
the 1983-84 term of the Supreme
Court.

SHARE THE
COST
OF
LIVING
Give to the American Cancer Society.
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Counselments on Effective Coping

For each of us there are cycles
and normal fluctuations in moods.
There also may be an extended
period of unhappiness. When this occurs and being around other people is
no longer enjoyable and comfortable,
some self-employed strategies can
be very effective. Here are fifteen
ideas that you can use to help
yourself prevent or get through a
depression.
1 . Distancing - This will help you to
"see the forest through the trees".
Observe negative thoughts or
criticisms you have of yourself but
don't attach yourself to them. Watch
them as if you were a curious
bystander.
Social Support - Build in people in
your life who do like you and who you
like. Make the relationship reciprocal
and build it when you are not
desperate.
Distraction - Do something that will
distract you like taking a walk, going
to a movie, playing a game, etc.
Get to the Bottom of It - Try to
figure out precisely what it is that is
the matter. Then make a plan to
change it step by step. List the problem and list the step.
Psych-up, Self-instruction, and
Self-encouragement - Psyche

yourself up about what you are going

MCAT
ALI
1SAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH 1OEIE
MSIIP
GRE BID
NMB
DAT • VAT
ECFMG
GMAT
Fax • YOE
PCAT
NOB NPB
OCAI
RN BOS
MAT
CPA
SSAT
SPEED
PSA1
SAT READING
1/1.7 22222 1141101.
111< ■■■ 1111, SAM 1171

to do and get some energy behind it.
Talk yourself through it step by step.
Then, encourage and praise yourself.
Do unto Yourself - Speak to
yourself with affection.
Devise Self Statements - Devise
statements you can say to yourself
that are positive and have meaning for
you. Figure them out on the basis of
what you want for yourself and what
your criticism is.
Imagery Rehearsal - Visualize in
your mind's eye a positive image of
yourself accomplishing something
you want to accomplish.
Physical Exertion - This is a kind
of distraction that can help "release"
your mind from self-criticism and at
the same time reduce body tension
and give you a sense of accomplishment and personal power. You may
wish to build some level of physical
activity into your daily life as a hedge
against stress as well as use it to
reduce frustration and tension around
a specific problem.
Mental Relaxation - Various
forms of meditation are specific ways
to practice distancing from selfcriticisms. For example, when
meditating by focusing on sensations
of breathing, one notes emerging
self-criticisms but returns attention to
breathing and lets the criticism

1107 N.E. 45th ST.
Seattle, Wa. 98105
(206) 632-0634

HOLY
CALZONE!
$2.95.
Our newest offering is a spicy pocket of
hot mozzarella cheese and fresh vegetables,
meatballs or sausage baked in a light crust.
We call it "cal-ZONE-ee." And we think
you'll call it out-of-this-world.

PIZZA HAVEN®
IS PIZZA HEAVEN
383-1797
2803 6th Ave
Tacoma North
584-5881
6007 100th SW
Tacoma Lakewood
Tacoma University 3820 Bridgeport Way W 564-4542

diminish.
11 Action - A good way to allay feelings of incompetence is to do
something competently. For example, instead of criticizing yourself for
fearfulness about carrying out a
specific action, simply "bite the
bullet" and do it. Often it helps to
break up what you have to do into
steps and then talk your way through
accomplishing each one. Be sure to
give yourself credit for your efforts all
along the way. Other times it may
help to start by accomplishing some
alternative task to build up momentum
and begin to develop a "competence
set" to assist you through the main
task.
1 2. Self-Indulgence - If your life is
filled with more "shoulds" than
"wants", you're probably putting too
much pressure on yourself, being
overly demanding, and then trying to
flog yourself toward accomplishment
by harrassment and accusation. Better to ease up and balance out your
life with enjoyable interludes.
Sometimes it helps to self-indulge

Announcements
The University of Puget Sound
Madrigal Singers continue a holiday
tradition in Tacoma with its 31st
series of Christmas concerts.
The Adelphian Concert Choir joins
its select Madrigal members for performances December 8, 9, 10, 11
and 12 at Jacobsen Recital Hall. Concerts are at 8 p.m., with the exception of the 8:30 p.m. December 9
performance.
The Madrigals begin the evening
with a selection of Spanish, French
and German carols, followed by
American favorites, including "I
Wonder as I Wander."
The Adelphians join for "The
Twelve Days of Christmas" and the
final chorus from "The Christmas
Story" by Ron Nelson. They also will
perform an original arrangement of
"Silent Night" by composer Donna
Gartman Schultz.
UPS associate music professor
Paul W. Schultz conducts. The concerts are free and open to the public,

'4
TRAIL EDITOR
ip,awe-freau-
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after accomplishing something hard.
Misery Pig-Out - Really get into
how miserable you are. Talk to
yourself about it, shout it out - whine it
out. Tell yourself how completely
awful and inadequate you are - overdose on misery. Now stand back,
take a new perspective and engage in
positive forms of coping.
Giving-Up - Learning to
discriminate situations in which you
do not have control can prevent you
from exhausting yourself by trying to
change something you can't control.
It is important to influence your life
where you can and to accept
powerlessness in the face of externally controlled situations.
1 5. Smile - This isn't to encourage
faking, but just as a little extra assist,
you can sometimes break a chain of
negative thoughts and feelings by arranging your face into a smile. When
you're smiling the negativism seems
incongruous and it then becomes
easier to put it aside with more constructive thinking.

but seating is limited. Reservation of
complimentary tickets is necessary
and can be made by calling
756-3253.
•ustro Fmnjia mpicAra.

NONSENSE...
I'LL BELIEVE
THAT WHEN I
HEAR IT FROM
PRESIDENT
KHRUSHCHEV
/

The University of Puget Sound
Band and Wind Ensemble join forces
Thursday, December 9 for an evening
of music at UPS.
The 8 p.m. concert, conducted by
UPS associate music professor
Robert Musser, is at Kilworth Chapel.
The University Wind Ensemble
begins the concert with Samuel
Barber's "Commando March" and
Percy Grainger's "Handel in the
Strand." Vincent Persichetti's "Symphony for Band" and the classic
"William Tell Overture" by Gioacchino
Rossini complete the Wind
Ensemble's performance.
John Philip Sousa's "Semper
Fidelis" commences the University
Band's offerings, followed by Bach's
"Come, Sweet Death" and Rossin
Respighi's "La Boutique Fantasque."
Robert Jager's "Third Suite" and
"Selections from 'The Wiz"' by
Charlie Smalls rounds out the evening.
The concert is free and open to the
public. For more information, call
756-3253.
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LOGGER SPORTS
Logger Cagers Shaping Up
By Paul Klawitter
The 1982-83 Logger Cage squad
emerges from a so-called "building
year" that saw them compile a
respectable 14-12 record against the
best Division II schools in the Northwest. The '82-83 season will see
the Loggers make the move from Independent status to an affiliation with
the Great Northwest Conference-where they will be playing more
teams from outside the northwest
area. In fact, early in the season the
Loggers hit the road to challenge five
Divsion II powerhouses in the State of
California. Assistant Coach Dave
Lindstrom comments, "With us slated
to play two Divison I schools and all
those big California teams on their
home courts, this could shape up to
be one of our toughest road
schedules ever."
lb
The Loggers will be facing that
tough road schedule with a squad that
is still growing as a team. Although
losing four lettermen to graduation,
the top five returning lettermen
averaged a cumulative 22 minutes
per man per game in '81-82. Heading
the list of returnees is 6-1 junior
guard Jerry Williams. Williams was
last year's co-leader in scoring 13.2
ppg and led all guards with an average
of 2.7 rebounds per game. Another
returning guard is 6-1 senior Bill
Bakamus. Bakamus averaged 9.1
ppg in '81-82 and will see con. siderable playing time at the guard
position this season.
Leading the front line will be 6-7
senior forward Norman Brown. Brown
led the Loggers in rebounding with
9.1 per game and is considered the
best one-on-one threat in the Logger
offense. Joining Brown at forward is
6-6 junior Rally Wallace. Wallace has
been hitting the weights during the

off-season and is looking forward to
mixing it up under the boards come
November. One of the most pleasant
surprises for the Logger coaching
staff during the summer months has
been the steady improvement of 6-9
sophomore pivot Dave Watkins. Last
year Watkins played in all 26 games,
averaging 15 minutes per game, but
was relegated to a supporting role
behind more experienced teammates. This season, however,
Watkins returns a stronger, more
mature player and his inside shooting
ability will be a key to the Logger offense. Kevin Todd, 6-6 junior, has
shown signs during the spring and
summer months that he will be
pushing for a starting spot. Kevin has
a soft jumper and has added considerable strength due to the time
spent in the weight room.
1982 was a good recruiting year
for the UPS coaches as they managed to round up some of the Northwest's top prep athletes. Coming
from Mark Morris High School is 6-3
guard Wayne Deckman, who among
his many accolades was the leading
prep scorer in the state with 33 ppg.
At the forward position, Lake
Stevens' 6-6 Derek Mose with 17
ppg and Corbett's 6-5 Dick Harris
with 27 ppg and 14 rebounds per
game should contribute greatly to the
future success of the Logger squad.
Freshman Ben Davis at 6-7 has come
to UPS from Goldendale where he
average over 20 points per game.
The last Freshman recruit comes out
of Oregon, 6-3 Chris Reiten who was
a three year letterman at Sunset
where he averaged 16 points per
game his senior year.
Head Coach Don Zech enters his
15th year at UPS with a record of

281-117. Commenting on his
players' improvement over the offseason, Zech simply states, "The
returning players have improved in
just about every category, from
quickness, agility, and strenth to experience and maturity. I'm looking forward to coaching them this fall."

The men's cagers get their intitial
test next Tuesday evening at home
against Concordia College. The appointment with the Concords will be
their lone home engagement before
embarking on the 7 day, 5 game
California road trip, starting with San
Jose Saturday night.
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Logger football coach, Ron Simonson, reflects on 1982 season. See
page 14.
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By Marlene Dean
The Lady Loggers are unwinding
after a long volleyball season and saying goodbye to two talented seniors.
The women's volleyball team
played well during the Mt. Hood Tournament held November 5 and 6. The
women won all of their matches except for the one against Fort
Steilacoom Community College. The
Logger women won the first game,
but lost the two following games, giving FSCC the match. After completing
12 games in one day, the women faced FSCC once again in the bracket
finals. The women held tight, losing to
FSCC 15-11 in the first game.
Steadily declining in points and endurance, the Loggers were beaten by
FSCC 15-7 in the second match, by
the third match the women were really too tired to execute, falling behind
11-0 and losing the match.
The University of Washington had
an "easy time" with the Logger

women November 9. "I was really
surprised how psyched out we were
because we had already played them
once and seemed ready. U.W. is
playing their best ball of the season
though," remarked Coach Scott Cubberly.
Putting two bad matches behind,
the Lady Loggers were really
motivated, winning their last match,
beating Lower Columbia Community
College.
Seniors Jennifer "All American"
McFall and Sheila Defrank will be
missed tremendously. "Both have truly played like seniors this year and
earned respect from everyone," commented Coach Cubberly.
Finishing up a good season, the
Lady Loggers had an impressive
record of 40-12. The freshman
players now have one year of experience and will be prepared to do

an even better job next year.
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Breakfast For Champions
A Weekly Sports Opinion Column
by Sheldon Spencer

In the midst of a thorough
housecleaning the Breakfast staff uncovered a few bones of contention matters left unresolved from a
previous column -- that have served
as thorns in our sides ever since they
were first picked. So, in order to rid
ourselves of our affliction, allow us to
serve heaping portions of some leftover food for thought along with the
usual morsels to mull over.
To whet your appetite (and jog your
memory), here's a ladle of:
I. 'DAWG FOOD'
Back in early October, when that
vile, highly contagious disease commonly known as Husky Fever was
beginning to show signs of spreading,
"Breakfast For Champions" took it
upon itself to stop the bug dead in its
tracks. "The (Washington) Huskies
are the best hype job in the
nation...this (football) team doesn't
have a competent quarterback, or
running game...(Head Coach) Don
James couldn't coach his way out of a
paper bag." Tough words to say then,
they are now even harder to swallow
when the Mutts are only one victory
away from doing the Rose Bowl
waltz. The fact that Washington actually triumphed over "the best
team(s) in the Pacific Ten
conference", UCLA and Arizona
State, is vomit-inducing.
It is not comforting to look at Saturday's scheduled opponent, the
Pullman Football Doormat Co.
(Washington State University's
Cougars). Last year the Cougars
were enjoying their best grid season
since Herbert Hoover was in the
White House when they ran into the
mediocre Montlake Mongrels in their
annual season-ending get together.
With the lure of their first Rose Bowl
date in half a century providing all of
the incentive needed for victory,
Washington State still allowed the

Huskies to romp, spoil the party for
long-suffering Cougar fans and send
the Mutts to Pasadena for a second
consecutive year.
This year, WSU has the prospect of
playing the spoiler role as the incentive to knocking off their arch-rivals. A
Cougar victory here and the Huskies
will have to watch the scoreboard
shows for the fates of their major
competition for conference championship laurels, the aforementioned
UCLA and Arizona State contingents.
Chances are that a Washington loss
will mean a trip to one of the also-ran
bowls and lock them out of consideration for a national championship
crown for good. Cherish the thought.
Still, it looks like a hopeless cause.
Washington's won nine games, with
only the shellacking at the hands of
Stanford three weeks ago blemishing
its record. Washington State has lost
seven of ten contests, and their tie
with fellow doormat Oregon State
University is the only reason the
Beaver faithful can cheer this year.
But hopeless causes have not
deterred great men and women from
persevering and finding cures for "incurable" maladies. Believing that
Husky Fever can be stamped out
temporarily at least, the BFC prognostication team hereby forecasts:
Washington State 30, Washington 20
to be Saturday's final score. We know
it sounds crazy, but maybe Jonas
Salk had to make similar rash decisions before producing the swine flu
vaccine. (Or was that polio?)
In any case, we hope the preceding
prediction does not lead to another
serving of the next item on the literary
menu:
II. FOOT IN MOUTH (served under
glass)
In the same column, (which was
horribly written and edited, for which
the BFC takes full blame), we also

challenged the American Baseball
Writer's Association (ABWA) and
Sports Illustrated nomination of Robin
Yount for American League MVP in
favor of arguing for Reggie Jackson.
We named two World Series winners
(the California Angels and the Atlanta
Braves), we said that the Boston Red
Sox' Jim Rice played for the
Milwaukee Brewers and we named
Bob Homer National League MVP
without substantiating our claim that
he deserved the award more than
teammate Dale Murphy (who won it
anyway).
"There you are, wise guy. The
complete fall-winter sporting season's
been presented to you in a nutshell,"
we raved after making such
senseless statements as naming the
Green Bay Packers as pro football
champions without giving our reader a
clue as to why. We hope no one took
our advice and chiseled the article's
contents in stone. If someone has
erected a monument, as we suggested, please turn it into headstone
to mark the grave errors the BFC
made in publishing the rantings of irrational men. For the sake of the
reader's and our dietary habits, we
hope never to print something as bad
as the October 7 column under the
"Breakfast For Champions" banner
again.
III. THE "CRAW-STICKER"
The last item is a painful one to
write and serve. In the hearts and
minds of any fans of great sports journalism (or great writing in general),
the magazine Inside Sports has to
rank as one of the best ever published. It was affectionately called "the
gourmet sportsman's magazine" by
the 550,000 people who shelled out
the $18 to subscribe to it for a year or
two.
When the Washington Post Company, publishers of the newspaper

bearing its name and of Newsweek
magazine introduced Inside Sports to
the sporting public in the fall of 1979
with much fanfare, it met with much
skepticism. Newsstand sales were
slow because the $2 individual copy
price seemed a little steep for the
glossy, slick-paged monthly. After all,
the sports connoisseur could turn
elsewhere and read stories on some
of the same subjects in cheaper, wellestablished journals like Sports Illustrated, Sport, and The Sporting
News.
Yet once one stopped the browsing
habit and invested 16 bits, he realized
that this journal gave him the stuff
others promised plus a lot more. If we
could detail all of the nuances that
made Inside Sports head and
shoulders above the rest in this
space, we would. But, since we cannot, we can tell you that the best
story you will ever read on Georgia
running back Herschel Walker was
written by Gary Smith (Inside Sports,
September 1981), the most innovative baseball writing published
since the sport was invented was
contributed by Thomas Boswell and
John Schulian (numerous issues) and
the inside story on the rival Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue will only be
found in the February 1981 edition of
this great magazine.
Two Tuesdays ago, almost three
years to the day it was introduced, Inside Sports folded. Its publishers, a
Bellevue publishing house which gave
the magazine from an earlier death
when the Washington Post Co. gave
up on its promising but money-losing
venture, filed for bankruptcy. The
gourmet magazine has been reduced
to mere table scraps.
For those of us who read Inside
Sports religiously, word of its demise
leaves a lump in our throats, because
it's news that's hard to swallow.

Logger Football: Reflections and Predictions
By Paul Klawitter
The Loggers finished their last
season in the NCAA with a winning
record and a winning attitude. "We
didn't achieve our goal of a national
championship," said head coach Ron
Simonson, "but the team really
developed, our athletes are better for
it, and we went out a winner."
Now the football program is preparing for the shift from NCAA Divison II
independent to NAIA Division I and an
affiliation with the Evergreen conference. Some call this shift deemphasis, but Simonson feels that,
"The football program is experiencing
a change in direction but the program
itself won't change that much. Our
opponents will be different, meaning
that we will be playing only small
northwest schools in the NAIA, but
the quality of athlete will remain pretty
much the same. The coaching staff
will have to adjust somewhat by
establishing new goals for the team,

along with themselves."
"Of more concern to myself and the
other coaches when thinking about
next year is the personnel changes
that will take place. Although we
haven't got together as a team to
discuss it, anytime you lose 17
seniors and 15 starters the team's
proficiency will drop off for a while. It
might take us some time to get up to
the level of play we experienced this
season - but the clock keeps on ticking."
The most apparent difference between the NCAA and the NAIA is the
latter's lack of athletic scholarships.
But for the last two years (when it was
apparent the changes were coming)
the Loggers have had a tight budget
to work with. "Most of our athletes
are on partial aid," comments Simonson. "In fact, there was only one
player on the team this year with a full
scholarship and next year there will

be none. What this has led to is a handicap in recruiting. The freshman and
sophomore classes that we recruited
the last two years are a little less
talented than what we had when we
were able to offer the players scholarships." Simonson's point becomes
clear when you look at the team's
record. Case in point: in the last two
years the Loggers haven't lost to a
team that wasn't fully funded and fully
coached. Weber State, North Dakota,
Montana, and Eastern Washington
can draw the best talent in the northwest by offering to subsidize their
athletes, and these teams have fulltime (paid) coaching staffs to direct
that talent.
But how the Loggers, with their partial aid and part time coaching staff,
managed to put together a 7-3 record
this year is not that surprising to
Simonson. "This group of athletes is
probably the most intense group I

have ever coached. Although we
didn't make our biggest goal, this
bunch of seniors set 23 school
records and that is some kind of accomplishment."
Simonson, in his fifth year as head
coach and 10th year as a Logger
talks about his personal future. "I expect to be here next season and am
working for 1983 as a Logger. I am
comfortable here, my family likes it
here, and I don't want anyone to think
that I will be driven out by this change
in the program, because to me the
change is not that drastic, but is only
an adjustment. Of course I am still
thinking about the future - I owe it to
my family to consider all the options
and look at any opportunities that present themselves. The way I look at it,
God is the only one who makes the
decisions in my life and He will open
the doors - one way or another."
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Intramural Results
Men's Intramural
Grid Championship
Security Risks 13,
Never On Sunday 0

•

Second year general litigation law
student Bill Tri's first half interception
return and John Cobb's snag of a Tri
bomb in the second half accounted
for all of the points the Risks would
need in claiming the football crown.
Capturing the UPS title allowed the
Risks to advance to the next day's extramural play. Squads representing
Pacific Lutheran, St. Martin's and
Seattle Pacific universities played in a
round robin tourney hosted by UPS
last Sunday.
The Risks, composed of mostly
students of the UPS Law School,
rampaged through this tournament as
they had during most of the intramural
season. They posted three victories
in as many contests, including a
21-20 nipping of PLU in the championship game.
Ara the Security Risks a great
gridiron crew? "Sure, they beat us,
didn't they?" said battle-weary
Thomas Allard, a member of the
Never On Sunday team which, prior
to last Saturday's loss, had been
undefeated and had not allowed an
opponent's offense to tally a
touchdown.
Women's intramural
Grid Championship
Kappa Kappa Gamma 7,
The Crush 2

In a defensive struggle, the Gams
managed the contest's only
touchdown with the help of an "illegal" player in its lineup.
Apparently a gridder not listed on
the pre-game roster saw action with
the Kappa 2's and The Crush played
the game under protest as a result. A
Wednesday afternoon hearing before
the Intramural Council will determine
the outcome of the in-house women's
pigskin championship.
The ruckus surrounding the intramural game did not prohibit UPS from
fielding a team in the extramural affair.
UPS (a squad made up of all-stars
from other teams) split its two games,
defeating SPU and losing to PLU to
finish in a four way tie for first with a
1-1 record.

IN THE CELLAR...

RUNNING:

The second annual intramural
Turkey Trot will be run Tuesday,
November 23 at 3:30 p.m. at Baker
Stadium. Pre-registration for the race
is open from today until 2:45 p.m. the
day of the race. Four class divisions
in both men's and women's contests
are: Open, Faculty/Staff, Law School,
Team. Entry forms are available in the
Intramural Office in the Fieldhouse.
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RACQUET SPORTS:

David Sackman and Katey Hooker
defeated Denise Frekund and Greg
Wordenfor in the mixed doubles tennis championship. Meanwhile, as we
went to press, the Jeff Bone/Angela
Perry vs. Cathy Crowsen/Erik
Knutsen raquetball match-up for the
right of advance to the championship
bracket was still pending. The winner
of that battle royale will meet the
dynamic duo of Lori Coyner/Todd
Goldberg for all the marbles.
Volleyball Standings:
(as of Nov. 10)
Women:
Regester Regallettes
Fieldhouse Spikers
Athletes Out of Action
Tenzler M.V.P.'s
Todd Broads
Ding-A-Ling Sisters
Coed:
Andy Sponsors
Dermatomes
Net-Awaits
Regester
Roofing Company
Spike-N-Maul
Smith Spikers
Out of League:
Smith Spikers
Men:
Beta Dragons
Dewmass (out of league)
Regester Regals
SAE
T.F. Spikers
Thompson Hall Cadavers
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1
2
2
1
0

1
1
2
0
0
2
3
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Out of League:
Beta Spikers

The Expeditionary presents . .
Winter Camping Seminar
WHEN: Thursday, December 9, 1982
WiERE: UPS Fieldhouse Classroom No. 1
TIME: 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

#43 JACK SIKMA
CENTER
POSITION:
6-II
HEIGHT:
230
WEIGHT:
II-I4-55
BIR'NDATE:
ILLINOIS WESLEYAN '77
COLLEGE:
3 SEAR S
PRO EXPERIENCE:

SEATTLE SUPERSONICS

SUBJECTS COVERED:

NL

PROPER PLANNING
--Where to Go
--What to look for
--Foods and stoves
--Gear needed and choice of gear
CHOICE OF TRAVEL METHODS
TRAVELING
AVALANCHE
--Avalanche conditions
--Potential avat nche terrain
--Passage through danger
--What to do if caught in one

--Rescue
WINTER FIRST AID
--Hyperthermia
--Frostbite
CAMPING
--Site selection
--Types of shelter
--Setting up camp
--Cooking
--Water
--Sleeping

SONICS SUPERCHANNEL
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The Combat Zone is intended at,
satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of the
newspaper. Any resemblance to E
person, place or thing is purely cc
cidental.
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16

THE

Are You a Macho Man
Do you wear out the treads on your
car's rear tires before the front ones?
Do you keep your hair above your
ear (without that "punk" look)?
Do you slap your face with cold
water before you shave?
Do you go out of your way to hold
doors open for women?
Do you wear a cowboy hat
whenever campus films is showing
Clint Eastwood movies?
Do you drink Dos Equis?
Have you considered piercing your
ear?
Do you drink tea, and eat sandwiches with sprouts in pita bread?
Have you ever skipped a Loggers
game?
Do you have small, neat handwriting?
Would you accept a glass of Perrier with a meal?
RESULTS: Add up all of your scores,
and find out where on this scale your
sum belongs.

47-55: Ronald Reagan would like to
shake your hand.
39-47: You may have a future career
in modeling when the Marlboro Man's
emphysema finally disables him.
31-39: You would never admit to liking a cat.

Often

Never
012345
012345
012345
012345
012345
012345
543210
543210
543210
543210
543210

32-31: The Phi pelts probably would
not take you, but the Sigma Chi's
may, and the Betas will for sure.
15-23: If you grow a mustache and
long sideburns you might not get
carded in the West End.
7-1 5: You are M-TV host material, but
a Judas Priest interview may leave
you with bruised knees.
0-7: Ronald Reagan's son would like
to shake your hand.

ZONE ADVISING SECTION
Whereas: The pizza superpowers
have engaged in openly hostile price
undercutting.
Whereas: Pizza Hooven has mobilized more men and machinery in the
last two and a half months than the
entire preceding year.
Whereas: Domino Theory has
become a popular entity in the minds
and stomachs of our student bodies.
Whereas: One pizza delivery service
has gone so far as to suggest that
they have the "Answer."
Whereas: The emerging state of pizza
affairs is becoming a significant threat
to checkbook balances.
The Combat Zone hereby officially
recognizes that a state of culinary
warfare exists within and around the
University of Puget Sound campus. It
is no longer rational for us to maintain
isolationist policies such as refrigerationism. We must protect our interests abroad. At this point in time it
would be as naive to deny that disks
of influences play a part in this conflict
as it would be self destructive. The
next thing you know, these dissidents

upon to serve the greater good of our
way of life, but some sacrifices are
necessary. Reportedly, some
students have been through the adddrop proceedings without the benefit
of an advisor before. We will have to
rely on this type of resourcefulness.
While there is a very real possibility
that we will have to deploy freshmen
to some of the hot spots, we will send
no students to war. Our involvement
will remain strictly on the level of a
police action. Next week the class of
1986 will be asked to fill out some
forms for the Reistrar at Mail Services. This is only a gesture to show
those dough throwers that we have a
strong population, unified in it's convictions about protecting our interests
and the freedom of others abroad.

Give Us Your Information Now!

Let's Play Parliament
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Why spend Thursday evenings
waiting for it to be Friday, when you
can indulge in free entertainment with
audience participation to boot?
ASUPS Senate performs in the McCormick room of the library at 6:00
every Thursday night. Actually it is not
really free. The little gold sticker on
the upper left hand corner of your
Student Identification card is your
eighty dollar season ticket. The
season ticket plan is really quite a
bargain at only three and a half dollars
per show.
Some of Senate's stock material includes making a motion which needs
to be seconded, to vote on whether
or not to vote on a motion which has
already been seconded. There is also
that famous Executive Vice President's one-two-three knockdown
count. When a motion is being voted
on, someimtes the EVP says, "All in
favor signify by saying 'aye'," and the
body all sounds out "aayyye." Then
he says, "All opposed say nay;
abstentions (the gavel bangs) motion
carries. We move on to the next order
of business," faster than the
Registrar can say "Class Closed."
At the beginning of each meeting,
Senate approves the minutes from
the last meeting. I wonder if this is a
recursive function. Does approval of
last week's minutes include last
week's approval of the minutes from

will be knocking at the very back door
of that pillar of pasta perfection,
Dick's Deli.
While these forces continue to do
door to door battle, direct intervention
will not be ruled out as a viable alternative. Presently, however, we feel
that our interests can best be looked
after by means of deployment of our
advisors. Your advisor may be called

:

r

the week before, and so on? When
Senators make corrections on the
minutes, they always correct spelling
errors. Nobody ever seems to say "I
never said that." or "What about
when I said this?" The name most
subject of misspelling and mispronounciation is Dean Koch, the
Business Vice President. Koch is pronounced 'cook', as in Captain, not
'coke' or 'kuke' or 'cock' or 'coach' or
'koch'.
Last week Susan Kaintz (pronounced `kientz' not `kaintf) objected to an
amendment to a motion which had
been seconded, which was to be
voted on after someone made, and
someone seconded, a motion to vote,
and a majority voted to pass that motion to vote, and the basis that it was
stated in the negative grammatical
form. Bravo! Reading Roberts rules
can lead to all kinds of great fun in
Senate. Points of order can make
even the simplest task complex, or
the most mundane motion interesting.
At $3.50 per show you can hardly
afford to miss it. You can even speak
up in senate yourself. Whether or not
you have anything intelligent to add,
they must record your statement in
the minutes. Just think, your
statements save for posterity in the
minutes of the Associated Student
Body's legislative meeting!
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